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SUMMARY  Healthy soil structure is necessary for the sustainable management of forest 

ecosystems. As a major component of the Earth’s biosphere, these forest soil ecosystems play 

a key role in climate regulation, biogeochemical cycling, and the maintenance of biodiversity. 

Despite the importance of soil ecosystems, not much is known about the role of soil bacterial 

communities in mediating the health and productivity of the forest floor, especially in the 

context of deforestation. Here, we analyzed data obtained from a Long-Term Soil 

Productivity study to determine the effects of organic matter removal on soil abiotic factors, 

and the resulting impact on bacterial diversity 10 years after reforestation. By analyzing beta 

diversity, we found that both geographic location and soil depth were associated with 

differences in diversity between soil bacterial communities. Further statistical analysis also 

revealed significant relationships between soil depth and abiotic factors. Higher soil organic 

carbon, nitrogen content, and moisture content were associated with samples taken from the 

organic topsoil layer, and soil pH levels were more acidic in organic soil samples compared 

to mineral soil samples. Alpha diversity and taxonomic abundance analyses indicated that the 

distribution of bacterial phyla differed between geographic regions, with significantly lower 

diversity in British Columbia soil communities. We did not find organic matter removal to 

consistently impact the levels of soil organic carbon, nitrogen content, moisture content, or 

pH. Similarly, linear regression models for each region indicated minimal associations 

between soil abiotic factors and bacterial alpha diversity. Overall, these findings provide 

insight into the association between bacterial community composition and soil abiotic factors 

across a variety of geographic regions, and the impact of deforestation on these relationships. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

orest ecosystems are composed of several interacting communities and their physical 

environment. Responsible for a variety of ecological processes, soil systems can be 

considered the backbone of the forest ecosystem, mainly functioning to provide nutrients and 

structure in order to sustain life (1). Although soil is known to house a myriad of 

microorganisms, we have just begun to appreciate the contribution of these microbial 

detritivores to various environmental processes (2). Research over the last two decades 

indicates numerous roles for microbial communities in the context of soil ecology, with soil 

microbes impacting processes such as organic matter decomposition (3), greenhouse gas 

production (3), forest floor fertility (4, 5, 6), reforestation potential after logging (4, 5), and 

the long-term biodiversity of forested regions (5). Together, these roles implicate soil 

microbial communities as key in the long-term conservation of healthy, productive forests. 

Thus, increased knowledge of the maintenance of soil microbial communities and the effects 

of deforestation on their structure has the potential to inform sustainable forest management 

practices, which in turn will support positive environmental change. 

Given that research into the soil microbiome is still in its infancy, the function of resident 

bacterial species in supporting a productive and healthy community structure is still being 

evaluated. In general, it has been hypothesised that a more diverse bacterial community 

confers greater functional redundancy on soil environments. This diversity within the 

communities is thought to increase the stability of soil processes and systems against 

environmental changes and disturbances (7). However, soil communities in forested regions 

have been shown to be richer than those of other earth environments, such as sand and rock 
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(8, 9). Several studies have found that Proteobacteria and Acidobacteria are generally the 

most abundant bacterial phyla in certain forest soil communities (8, 9, 10). In natural 

hardwood forests, Proteobacteria dominate, while Acidobacteria tend to dominate in 

coniferous forest soil populations (11). Together, these bacterial groups contribute to many 

essential soil processes, such as the carbon and nitrogen cycles, to help promote healthy soil 

structure. 

Another important consideration in maintaining the structure and function of these 

microbial communities, is how they are influenced by soil abiotic factors. Soil conditions are 

defined by several physical and chemical properties that may influence the abundance and 

diversity of soil microbial populations. For instance, previous research has implicated Soil 

Moisture Content (SMC) as a primary determinant of microbial respiratory groups (12, 13). 

The biochemical functions of these respiratory groups further impact other abiotic factors, 

including soil nitrogen content (N), pH, and soil organic carbon content (SOC), which 

likewise affect soil microbial communities (14). Several studies have found pH to be 

positively correlated with microbial biomass, with lower microbial biomass associated with 

acidic environments (9, 15, 16, 17). Further, pH also influences the cycling of nitrogen and 

organic carbon within soil (18). N has been shown to be positively correlated with microbial 

abundance but negatively correlated with microbial diversity (19). While SOC may be 

associated with microbial abundance or diversity, as microbial activity contributes to the 

function of soil as either a carbon source or sink (20); however, its relationship with the soil 

microbiome remains unclear (21).  

Given that abiotic factors play a substantial role in shaping the soil microbiome, 

conducting further comprehensive analysis is necessary to confirm previous findings and 

increase our understanding on the mediators of soil abiotic variables. It has been previously 

established that abiotic soil factors are affected by the depth at which samples are taken. 

Generally, it has been found that SOC and N decrease as soil depth increases (22, 23), a result 

of the topsoil receiving organic matter from plant and animal residues at the surface (23). As 

well, SOC contents tend to be more variable at all depths than N contents (23). Results 

surrounding the effect of soil pH, however, are less straightforward. Some reports claim that 

pH increases with soil depth (24, 25), while others indicate that soil depth does not cause 

significant acidity changes (22). Further, SMC has been associated with either decreases or 

increases with soil depth, depending on the environment (22). Human interaction with 

forested regions can also heavily affect abiotic soil factors, specifically through logging and 

lumber harvesting. Deforestation has been shown in various studies to decrease SOC, N, 

SMC, and pH (26, 27, 28, 29). Even in regions of long-term reforestation, changes in soil 

abiotic factors can persist. The time required to replace lost SOC and N in reforested regions 

may exceed 200 years depending on the extent of timber harvest (26), while decreased SMC 

resulting from intense logging may never recover (30). Thus, research into both the biotic and 

abiotic characteristics of forested regions, as well as the interactions between them, will allow 

for the clarification of the long-term effects of logging. 

While the relationship between soil abiotic factors and bacterial communities has 

previously been evaluated (5, 6, 14), uncertainty still exists concerning its application to 

regions of reforestation. In this study, we used metadata and bacterial 16S amplicon 

sequences obtained from a metagenomic survey and Long-Term Soil Productivity (LTSP) 

study conducted by Wilhelm et al. in 2017 (31) to attempt to resolve the association of abiotic 

factors with soil bacterial diversity, within the context of several reforested ecozones across 

North America. We found that soil bacterial communities differed by geographic region and 

according to SOC, N content, pH, and SMC. In contrast, we found no correlation between 

soil abiotic factors and the intensity of organic matter (OM) removal. Our research gives 

further insights into how the abiotic factors SOC, N, SMC, and pH affect bacterial 

biodiversity and abundance, how soil depth affects microbial populations, and the role that 

organic matter removal plays in shaping a microbial community.  

 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Overview of sample collection and metadata. DNA sequencing data and associated 

metadata were obtained from a Long-Term Soil Productivity (LTSP) study conducted by 

Wilhelm et al. (31). Briefly, Wilhelm et al. collected soil samples from eighteen reforested 
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experimental sites located in four North American regions: British Columbia (BC), Ontario 

(ON), California (CA), and Texas (TX). Each collection site contained plots that experienced 

varying degrees of organic matter removal: OM1, the removal of tree stems (stem-only 

harvesting) with woody debris left behind; OM2, in which the whole tree including the 

branches were harvested; OM3, where the whole tree along with the forest floor (upper 

organic layer) was removed and; REF, reference samples were taken from neighbouring, 

unharvested plots. The plots were replanted with trees corresponding to the ecozone and left 

to reforest for 10-15 years prior to sampling. Soil was sampled in triplicate from two different 

layers: the organic layer (O-horizon) and the top 20 cm of the mineral layer (A-horizon), and 

metadata including several geographic, climatic, chemical, and physical factors were supplied 

for each sample. Further details on experimental design are described by Wilhelm et al. (31).  

 

Preparation of amplicon sequence library. Bacterial 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing data 

was taken from the previously mentioned LTSP study conducted by Wilhelm et al. (31). In 

this study, the team extracted DNA from field soil samples (0.5 g) using the FastDNA Spin 

Kit for Soil according to the manufacturer's protocol (MPBio, Santa Ana, CA). The team 

prepared a bacterial 16S rRNA gene (V1 - V3 regions) library via polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) according to Hartmann et al. (32) using the universal primers 27 F/519 R to amplify 

the region spanning V1-V3 (28). Further sequencing data can be found in Wilhelm et al. (31). 

 

Bioinformatic analysis. Data was provided as demultiplexed sequence files and a manifest 

file from Wilhelm et al. (31). These were quality controlled using the DADA2 algorithm, and 

then truncated after 200 bases. We conducted phylogenetic diversity analyses in QIIME2 (33) 

(Supplemental Text Files: Qiime2 Code) on a remote server setup, by first generating a 

phylogenetic diversity tree, and then generating an alpha rarefaction plot within the QIIME2 

website to select our sampling depth of 2500. These files were then exported for analysis and 

generation of visuals in R software environment on a local machine. 

All statistical analysis and visualizations were performed in R (v 4.0.3) (R Core Team) 

(Supplemental Text Files: R Script). The data was cleaned to exclude ASV’s with an 

abundance less than 10, and also to eliminate instances in which an observation was either 

missing (N/A) or zero, as this represented an invalid value for all variables analyzed. 

Following this, the phyloseq package was used to observe beta diversity between sample sites 

using principal coordinate analysis plots on rarefied data, both on the whole dataset and across 

the four regions individually (min = 5000). Calculation of observed features and Chao1 

richness for alpha diversity boxplots was also conducted using rarefied data (min = 5000). A 

bar plot comparing phyla composition for each region was performed using the all-regions 

phyloseq object using base R plot functionality and then organized by region. Statistical 

significance for the soil depth box plots was determined via Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p < 

0.05), and statistical significance for the organic matter removal boxplots was determined via 

Kruskal-Wallis H test (p < 0.05). In preparation for a linear regression, temporary data frames 

were created by binding alpha diversity metrics lists and metadata columns for each ecozone 

independently. Finally, the linear regression model to predict Shannon diversity from the 

abiotic factors of interest was performed for each of the six ecozones in the dataset using 

these data frames. 

 

RESULTS 

Geographic location influences soil microbiome composition. To assess the impact of 

geographic location on soil bacterial community composition, we compared soil bacterial 

communities from different regions. To this end, we analyzed data from an LTSP study 

performed by Wilhelm et al. (31). In their study, soil samples were taken from 18 LTSP study 

sites encompassing six different ecozones situated across North America (Fig. 1A), and a 

bacterial 16S amplicon sequence library was prepared. To assess beta diversity, while taking 

into consideration both abundance and phylogeny, we ran a weighted UniFrac analysis 

focused on the regional location of the samples. Distinct clustering of bacterial communities 

by region was observed with overlap of bacterial community clusters occurring between CA, 

ON, and TX, suggesting similarities in overall soil bacterial compositions between the three 

regions (Fig. 1B). Interestingly, BC samples clustered independently from the other three 
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examined regions, highlighting the largely different bacterial community composition of BC 

soil samples (Fig. 1B). Furthermore, when looking at the compiled data, there was no distinct 

community clustering for the abiotic factors pH, SOC, N, and SMC (Fig. S1). Considering 

the implications of these results, further analysis was performed on regionally grouped data 

to prevent the masking of subtle associations between microbial composition and other 

metadata variables. 

 

Soil microbial communities cluster according to edaphic factors. Given the strong 

association between geographical location and community composition (Fig. 1B), we subset 

the data by region and developed PCoA plots to determine the relationship between bacterial 

diversity and the availability of edaphic factors. We found that soil depth had a large impact 

on overall bacterial beta-diversity in each of the four regions (Fig. 2A). Demonstrated by the 

formation of two separate clusters, bacterial communities grouped based on the depth the soil 

samples were taken from: the organic layer vs. the mineral layer. This result was not 

surprising as SOC, N, SMC, and pH level showed significant differences in relation to soil 

depth (Fig. S2). Across each region, high SOC, N, and SMC were associated with samples 

taken from the soil organic top layer, while samples taken from the mineral layer displayed 

significantly lower content of each abiotic factor (Fig. S2A-B). TX samples showed much 

lower amounts of SOC and N in the soil organic layer compared to the other four regions 

(Fig. S2A-B).  

Further, when assessing the SOC, N, and SMC, we saw a decrease in the magnitude of 

difference between the organic and mineral layer samples from TX. Notably, unlike BC, ON, 

and TX, we found no significant difference in SMC between depths in CA (Fig. S2A-C). The 

opposite trend was observed when looking at soil depth and pH levels (Fig. S2D). More acidic 

pH was associated with samples taken from a shallow depth, whereas a relatively more basic 

pH was seen in the deeper, mineral layer samples. To demonstrate that this relationship 

between edaphic factors and soil depth played a role in the bacterial diversity observed 

amongst samples taken from different layers, we generated PCoA plots of weighted UniFrac 

distances coloured by the corresponding abiotic factor. Distinct clustering of bacterial 

communities associated with SOC, N, SMC, and pH were shown to be present in all four 

regions (Fig. 2B-E). We found that communities tended to cluster based on ‘high’ and ‘low’ 

SOC, N, and SMC (Fig. 2B-D), and that this pattern was stronger in samples from BC and 

ON. Bacterial community composition was also associated with changes in pH. Communities 

with an acidic pH (around 4) tended to cluster separately from those with a relatively more 

basic pH (around 6) (Fig. 2E). However, we found this trend to be weakly displayed across 

each region. Finally, we found that overall, bacterial community compositions in TX were 

less associated with all four abiotic factors. 

 

FIG. 1 Soil 

bacterial 

composition varies 

by region. (A) Map 

indicating sampled 

LTSP experimental 

sites from four North 

American regions: 

British Columbia 

(red), Ontario (blue), 

California (green), 

and Texas (purple). 

(B) PCoA plot of 

weighted UniFrac 

distances for soil 

samples by region. 

Axes represent 

variance explained. 
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FIG. 2 Soil abiotic factors are associated with bacterial composition. Bacterial community similarities illustrated by 

PCoA plots of weighted UniFrac distances for each region. Plots are coloured by soil depth (A), soil organic carbon 

content (B), nitrogen content (C), soil moisture content (D), and pH (E). Soil organic carbon content and nitrogen content 

are given as a percentage of total soil mass. Axes represent variance explained. 
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British Columbia samples differ in Alpha diversity and taxonomic abundance. In order 

to assess the overall diversity of the dataset, we calculated alpha diversity by two metrics. 

Given that our previous analysis had shown that different regions were highly variable in 

terms of community, we subset by region (Fig. 3A). BC samples differed significantly in their 

taxonomic composition, and thus also in their alpha diversity. Both alpha diversity metrics, 

observed features and Chao1, were lower in BC samples than in other regions (Fig. 3A-B). 

While ON, CA, and TX had mean observed feature counts just under 400, the BC samples 

showed under 200 uniquely observed features. Additionally, ON, CA, and TX samples had 

higher, very similar alpha diversities. The notches overlap for CA, ON, and TX populations 

in all three plots, indicating similar populations (Fig. 3A-B). Investigating bacterial 

community composition further, we found that bacterial populations differed significantly in 

BC samples compared to other regions, which likely contributed to the difference in alpha 

diversity. There were a higher proportion of Proteobacteria in the BC samples than in ON, 

CA, and TX samples (Fig. 3C), although Proteobacteria were the most abundant phyla in all 

regions. Further, several bacterial phyla were reduced in quantity in the BC samples, 

including WPS2 (Eremiobacterota), WS2, and WS3 (Latescibacteria), which are represented 

in pink. Notably, Acidobacteria were abundant in all regions (Fig. 3C).  

 

 
 

 

FIG. 3 Microbial 

diversity and 

taxonomic abundance 

differ in BC compared 

to TX, ON and CA. 

Comparing alpha 

diversity between 

regions using the 

observed features 

metric (A) and Chao1, 

which measures 

richness (B). Medians 

which fall outside the 

notches of other groups 

are considered 

significantly different. 

(C) Relative taxonomic 

abundance of microbial 

phyla by region. 

Classifications are 

resolved to the phylum 

level, with NA (gray) 

representing the relative 

abundance of sequences 

that do not have a 

phylum-level 

annotation, and blank 

(salmon) representing 

sequences that do have 

annotations but were 

not resolved to the 

phylum level. 
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Organic matter removal intensity does not consistently influence soil organic carbon 

and nitrogen content. After we identified the association between soil microbiome 

composition and SOC and N content, we next investigated whether these abiotic factors were 

influenced by the intensity of OM removal. Wilhelm et al. (31) obtained soil samples from 

plots that had been subjected to varying intensities of OM removal. Reforestation had 

occurred naturally for 11-17 years before soil samples were collected. We found that SOC 

and N both varied between different OM removal intensities, but our data did not indicate any 

consistent association between the values of either abiotic factor or OM removal intensity 

(Fig. 4). OM3 samples tended to have lower SOC and N than other OM removal intensities. 

Interestingly, this trend was not observed in samples from TX. Taking this together with the 

overall SOC and N content compared between soil depth, TX soil samples seem to have a 

different SOC and N profile compared to other regions. While we also investigated the 

potential influence of OM removal intensity on pH and SMC, we did not identify any 

significant correlations or trends between these factors (Fig. S3).  

 

Microbial diversity is not consistently associated with soil abiotic factors. While we did 

not find a consistent relationship between OM removal intensity and any of our abiotic factors 

of interest, we still wanted to assess whether these abiotic factors were associated with soil 

microbial diversity. In order to reduce the variation introduced by geographic location, we 

subset samples by ecozone rather than by region. Each of the four regions was divided into 

ecozones, and we performed a linear regression analysis for samples within each ecozone 

(Table 1). While each abiotic factor was a significant predictor of Shannon diversity in at 

least one ecozone, none of the factors were able to predict alpha diversity across all ecozones. 

SOC, N, and pH were significantly correlated with alpha diversity in three of the six ecozones, 

and SMC was correlated with alpha diversity in a single ecozone, however none of these 

correlations were of a meaningful magnitude.  

 

 

FIG. 4 Overall organic carbon and nitrogen content do not vary by intensity of organic matter removal. Organic 

carbon content (A) and nitrogen content (B) as a percentage of total soil mass. Deforestation treatments included removal 

of tree branches (OM1), removal of tree trunks and branches (OM2), or removal of whole trees and the entire topsoil layer 

(OM3). Reference samples were taken from nearby unharvested plots. Boxes indicate the 1st quartile, median, and 3rd 

quartile; whiskers indicate minimum and maximum values; dots indicate outliers. OM = organic matter; REF = reference. 
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Ecozone   Std Estimate Standard Error Pr(>|t|) 

IDFBC Total Nitrogen -0.07006 0.03348 0.03890 

 Total Carbon -0.00200 0.00096 0.03980 

 pH 0.05909 0.06711 0.38100 

 Moisture Content -0.00079 0.00081 0.33800 

SBSBC Total Nitrogen -0.15176 0.05346 0.00516 

 Total Carbon -0.00368 0.00140 0.00952 

 pH 0.21961 0.04928 0.00002 

 Moisture Content 0.00006 0.00106 0.95200 

BSON Total Nitrogen -0.12777 0.08756 0.15000 

 Total Carbon -0.00308 0.00218 0.16200 

 pH 0.20531 0.08473 0.01830 

 Moisture Content -0.00230 0.00225 0.31000 

JPON Total Nitrogen -0.18190 0.06320 0.00503 

 Total Carbon -0.00477 0.00168 0.00558 

 pH 0.12090 0.04837 0.01430 

 Moisture Content -0.00468 0.00197 0.01970 

LPTX Total Nitrogen -0.16397 0.17279 0.34600 

 Total Carbon -0.00658 0.00566 0.24900 

 pH -0.10760 0.10470 0.30800 

 Moisture Content -0.00243 0.00447 0.58900 

PPCA Total Nitrogen 0.08803 0.09527 0.35900 

 Total Carbon 0.00144 0.00279 0.60800 

 pH 0.01923 0.06099 0.75400 

 Moisture Content 0.00179 0.00297 0.54900 

 

DISCUSSION 

In this study, we investigated the relationship between bacterial diversity and the soil abiotic 

factors SOC, N, SMC, and pH and assessed the influence of OM removal on these abiotic 

factors. We found that the composition of soil bacterial communities differed by geographic 

region, and that BC communities were less diverse than those of other regions. Our analyses 

also indicated that abiotic factors varied by soil depth, while OM removal did not consistently 

influence the levels of soil abiotic factors. 

Our results indicate that soil depth is significantly correlated with the edaphic factors 

SOC, N, pH, and SMC. Specifically, we found that SOC, N, and SMC decreased as soil depth 

increased, which is consistent with findings from published literature (34, 35, 36). Previous 

studies have also shown that in forest soil, pH is positively correlated with soil depth in upper 

soil layers (from 0 to 30 cm deep), but negatively correlated with soil depth in lower soil 

layers (below 30 cm) (24). Our analyses found that pH was significantly higher with increased 

soil depth, which aligns with published findings, as our samples were taken within the upper 

soil layer, at depths of 10 cm and 30 cm. Taken together, our results support previous research 

that suggests that SOC and N content are negatively correlated with soil pH, as low pH 

supports the accumulation of organic matter (24).  

This correlation between soil depth and SOC and N is particularly notable given the 

association of these factors with distinct clusters of bacterial communities. When clustered 

TABLE 1. Linear regression of Shannon diversity vs abiotic factors by ecozone. 
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based on weighted UniFrac distances, samples within each region formed two well-defined 

clusters. These clusters corresponded with soil depth, with one cluster containing samples 

from the organic layer and the other containing samples from the mineral layer. Levels of 

SOC and N were also tightly associated with this clustering; SOC and N tended to be high in 

the organic layer cluster and low in the mineral layer cluster. These results suggest that soil 

microbiome composition is associated with SOC and N content, as the bacterial communities 

analyzed are most similar to one another when levels of SOC and N are comparable.  

In addition to edaphic factors, we found that soil microbiome composition was also 

influenced by geographic region, and that BC differed from other regions with regard to 

bacterial diversity. Alpha diversity comparisons of both observed features and Shannon 

diversity indicated that BC samples exhibited lower abundance and were less evenly 

distributed than soil bacterial communities in other regions. While not conclusive, this may 

provide evidence as to why the BC samples were separated from the other regions on the 

PCoA plots, or alternatively that there are unique characteristics of the BC ecosystems that 

affect diversity differently than the other regions. We also assessed the taxonomic 

composition of the soil microbiome in each region. The results of this analysis agree with 

previous literature which suggests that Proteobacteria and Acidobacteria account for large 

portions of forest soil bacteria, both generally (8, 9, 10), and in BC specifically (37). The 

Proteobacteria phylum consists of the classes Alphaproteobacteria, Betaproteobacteria, 

Gammaproteobacteria, and Deltaproteobacteria (37). The increased proportion of 

Proteobacteria and Acidobacteria in BC samples likely contributes to the reduced alpha 

diversity of these samples. However, given the physiological diversity of Proteobacteria (37), 

it is difficult to predict the metabolic and biochemical consequences of their increased 

proportion on bacterial soil communities in BC. 

One of the aims of our analyses was to investigate the impact of OM removal on edaphic 

factors, and consequently on soil bacterial diversity. Various studies have shown that 

deforestation results in decreased SOC, N, SMC, and pH (26, 27, 28, 29), but these 

conclusions are not supported by our results. We did not find a correlation between the 

intensity of OM removal and any of our edaphic factors of interest. To begin to explain the 

inconsistency between our results and those of previous studies, it should be noted that the 

samples considered in our analyses were collected from sites at which reforestation had 

occurred for over a decade after OM removal. In contrast, some of the previous studies (26, 

28) collected samples from plots at which reforestation had not occurred, either because the 

sites had only recently been harvested, or because urbanization prevented reforestation. Thus, 

any changes in edaphic factors that may occur during the process of reforestation may 

contribute to differences between our results and those of previous studies.  

Additionally, the LTSP study conducted by Wilhelm et al. (31) included samples from 

sites subjected to three different intensities of OM removal, while some of the published 

studies cited above (26, 27, 28) considered only a single OM removal treatment. The 

increased resolution of the data used in our analyses may help to explain the contradiction 

with previous results. For our results to show a significant correlation between OM removal 

intensity and an abiotic factor, the level of the abiotic factor would have to consistently 

increase or decrease between samples from each of the three OM removal intensities, as well 

as the reference samples. That is, the REF–OM1, OM1–OM2, and OM2–OM3 differences 

must all trend in the same direction. This more stringent significance criteria used in our 

analyses may contribute to the discrepancy between our findings and those of previous 

studies. 

This discrepancy may also be due to variability introduced by geographic location. In the 

present study we could not address this potential source of variability by subsetting samples 

by region before assessing the relationship between OM removal and abiotic factors, as this 

would have considerably reduced our sample size, and consequently prevented us from 

drawing any statistically significant conclusions. While we did not find an overall correlation 

between OM removal intensity and any of our abiotic factors of interest, our analyses did 

indicate that SOC and N were significantly decreased in ON and BC samples from OM3-

treated plots. Additionally, we found that pH was significantly increased in OM3-treated 

samples from ON and BC. These results agree with our finding that SOC and N content are 

negatively correlated with pH in upper soil layers.  
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To gain a more comprehensive understanding of the associations between edaphic factors 

and bacterial diversity, we performed a linear regression analysis. We had hoped that this 

analysis would serve as the first step in formulating a model to describe changes in bacterial 

diversity in relation to soil abiotic factors. However, our regression results did not indicate 

consistent relationships between soil bacterial diversity and any of our abiotic factors of 

interest. Despite this, our results do provide insight into which abiotic factors may be better 

predictors of bacterial diversity. SOC, N, and pH were each correlated with Shannon diversity 

in at least three ecozones, while SMC was only correlated with diversity in one of the six 

ecozones. Considering this, future attempts to define a descriptive model of soil bacterial 

diversity should consider SOC, N, and pH, but not necessarily SMC.  

 

Conclusions This study utilized bioinformatic methods to assess associations between 

organic matter removal, soil abiotic factors, and the soil microbiome. Soil bacterial 

communities were found to be most similar between samples from the same geographic 

region. Additionally, soil abiotic factors were found to vary by soil depth, with soil depth 

being negatively correlated with SOC, N, and SMC, and positively correlated with pH. No 

correlation was found between OM removal and changes in edaphic factors, and edaphic 

factors did not consistently correlate with bacterial diversity. This study serves to confirm 

previously published results regarding the impact of soil depth on abiotic factors, and to 

broaden our understanding of the potential effects of OM removal on the soil microbiome. 

 

Future Directions While this investigation has provided valuable insight into the 

determinants of bacterial biodiversity in forest soil communities, the Wilhelm et al. (31) 

dataset contains additional relevant metadata that may be investigated further. Subsetting the 

data by another metric, such as OM removal, as opposed to region, may provide valuable 

insight. Additionally, the remaining metadata categories not included in this analysis, mainly 

precipitation, soil bulk density, and compaction treatment, could be introduced as covariates. 

The data from the Wilhelm et al. LTSP study was composed of samples from a variety 

of diverse geographic regions (31). While this large range of sampling sites supports the 

generalizability of our analyses, it also introduces a high degree of variability to the data. 

Herein lies the dilemma of our analysis: sub-setting the data by region may reveal a well-

defined correlation between OM removal and a given variable, but it will not allow for the 

generalization of that correlation. The opposite is true for a large dataset encompassing 

several regions. While it may be more reasonable to generally apply any conclusions drawn 

from such a dataset, the correlations would be difficult to identify given the large variability 

in the dataset. Given that we did subset the data by region, however, if a similar study were 

to be conducted, it would be beneficial to have more sample replicates for a given region, in 

order to increase the amount of analyzed data.  

Additionally, our findings indicated that SOC, N, and pH are important factors associated 

with soil bacterial diversity in reforested regions, but that SMC may not play as critical a role. 

This may suggest that SMC should not be a focus of future soil bacterial diversity analyses, 

however, more research may be needed, preferably with a larger dataset, in order to confirm 

this suggestion. Given that our investigation has demonstrated SOC, N, and pH to be 

seemingly better predictors of diversity, future studies should aim efforts towards these 

abiotic factors.  

In our study, soil sampling depth was a key factor in limiting the metadata. Given that 

SOC and N content are so closely associated with soil depth, and that only two soil depths 

(10 cm and 30 cm) were surveyed, the SOC and N contents in the dataset tended to be either 

“high” or “low.” Due to the lack of moderate levels of SOC and N, this may have impacted 

any analyses that were conducted, especially the linear regression model. Thus, in the future, 

more varied soil sampling depths should be collected for any studies attempting a similar 

analysis.  

In several areas, we found that geographic location had a large influence on bacterial 

diversity and abundance. This is likely due to the difference in soil composition, as well as 

other variables that may not have been recorded in the metadata of this study. Among these 

variables are different parent materials, particle size distribution, and mineral content (38). 
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Thus, our findings echo those of previous papers, which maintain that several variables affect 

the composition of bacterial soil communities. 
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